ABYSS « EPOCH » IN TITANIUM
« A tribute to the blockchain and Ethereum»
A major novelty for Hysek in this late 2021, the 41mm Abyss with three titanium
hands. An evocative timepiece that recalls the genesis dedicated to those in
search of the rare object to be collected. The first of its name to be released for
bidding as an NFT.

Fifteen years have passed since the birth of Abyss, and yet this collection retains
its dynamism and seductive appeal. Which is why a new version of the collection is
making the news at Hysek today, as the year 2022 begins. An epoch is an era of time
within a blockchain network such as Ethereum which is known for its robustness,
unstoppability and durability, three characteristics that have always been core to the
Hysek philosophy.
Fifteen years after its initial release, Hysek is ready for the next fifteen and is pioneering in
the NFT field by being the first haute-horlogerie brand to offer an NFT redeemable for a real
physical watch. Certified by code and math in the Ethereum blockchain forever.
Ideal for collectors to certify ownership.
With a 41 mm diameter, driven by a self-winding micro-rotor movement in titanium, it keeps
the characteristics that have made the Abyss line so successful while displaying a more
“gentleman’s driver” style, dedicated to those in search of the rare object to be collected. Its
two-tone blue dial with Arabic numerals and indexes is enhanced by a date window under a
magnifying glass at 3 o’clock.
A simple and efficient stylistic effect, reduced to the essentials, because this 2021 Abyss needs
absolutely no other artifice to garner all the votes. A new must have.
tous les su_ rages. Un nouvel indispensable.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Caliber Hysek HW2000
Mechanical winding
Hour – Minute – Hands – Date with guichet
226 components
41 jewelries
Autonomy 48H
Frequency 28 800 VpH
Variable inertia balance
Double barrels

CASE
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Dimensions: Ø41mm x E11mm
Round
Titanium grade 5
Small date at 3’O clock
Swivelling horns

Sapphire with antireflection treatment
Waterproofness: 30 meters
Titanium grade 5 strap
Folding buckle

